
Nomadik Tents Enduro World Cross-Country Racing Series – the series that gives back 
and grows riders. 

Once again Enduro World Events’ 
objective to run challenging dirt bike 
events which test riders' skill and 
fitness whilst also having fun and 
enjoying the whole event experience, 
was met thanks to the commitment 
and dedication of the Enduro World 
crEW and our fantastic Sponsors. 
The feedback we get from participants 
indicates that our events are very well 
organized and provide outstanding 
riding/ racing experiences. This is what drives us to continue trying to improve as we look 
forwards to our 10th year of EWXC Racing in 2016.

Serendipity has been our best venue for the last few years but 
became unavailable to us this year following a change of 
ownership. So we were delighted when the venue’s 
management reconsidered and welcomed us back for the final 
round of 2015.
We had set the date well into summer to ensure rains would 
wash away the danger of fires and dust, but had not counted 
on the terrible drought most of our country finds itself in. A 
further blessing came as the Modimolle area received very 
good rains just a few days before the event ... so extensive in 
fact that some of the course had to be remarked and repaired.

Raceday turned out to be a clear and brilliant day, albeit 
scorchingly hot with the mercury touching 39°C. Fortunately 
part of the in-your-face 16km route had the riders in a river and 
crossing it several times, which afforded them a chance to cool 
off somewhat. Taking the heat into account we trimmed a lap 
off most classes - even so they struggled to go full distance.

The heat certainly didn’t diminish the close racing as riders battled it out for the respective titles. 
At the sharp end of the pack it was Kenny Gilbert and Dwayne Kleynhans who traded the lead 
in the Pro Elite Class, each having several turns to lead before Dwayne succumbed to the 
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intensity and heat leavign 
Kenny to take the win and the 
2015 Nomadik EWXC Pro 
Elite Championship - the best 
paying and certainly one of the 
most coveted titles in South 
African dirt bike racing.
Most gratifying for us as 
organisers is to see the 
feedback on social media sites 
after the event - at least 3 top 
riders have mentioned that the 
Nomadik EWXC Series is their 
favourite Series. We must be 
doing something right!

We are now planning the 2016 series with a focus on further elevating the status of the series. 
We hope you will again join us in driving enduro racing in South Africa to new heights. 
Enduro World would like to thank our valued 
sponsors and everyone involved in making 
Nomadik EWXC the high calibre race series it is.
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